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TN THIS paper, we study minimal sets and their homomorphisms by means of certain sub- 
groups of the automorphism group G of the universal minimal set (M, T). A homomorphism 
from (M, T) to a minimal set determines a subgroup of G, and different homomorphisms 
determine conjugate subgroups. The relations among the subgroups determined by homo- 
morphic minimal sets lead to the singling out of certain homomorphisms, the so called 
proper homomorphisms. and of a subclass of these, the homomorphisms of distal type. 
Information about homomorphisms of distal minimal sets and regular minimal sets is 
obtained, and a connection with the algebraic theory of Ellis is established. 
Let Tbe an arbitrary, but fixed, topological group. We consider transformation groups 
(X, T) with compact Hausdorff phase space X. A closed non-empty subset A of X is said to 
be a minimal set if, for every I E A, the orbit XT is a dense subset of A. A point whose orbit 
closure is a minimal set is called an alrrrost periodic point. If (X, T) is itself minimal, we say 
it is a minimal transformation group or a minimal set. 
If (Y, T) is also a transformation group, a homomorphism from (X, T) to (Y, T) is a 
continuous map II: X-+ Y such that lT(xt) = n(x)t (x E X, t E T). If (Y, T) is minimal, II is 
always onto. In this context the meaning of isomorphism, endomorphism and automor- 
phism of a minimal set is clear. 
A minimal transformation group (M, T) is said to be universal if every minimal trans- 
formation group with acting group T is a homomorphic image of (M, T). Universal 
minimal transformation groups exist, and they are all isomorphic, ([j], [3]). Hence it is 
meaningful to speak of the universal minimal transformation group for T. 
If (Xi, T) (i E I) is a family of transformation groups, then by the product transforma- 
tion group (x i Xi, T)we mean the transformation group arising from coordinatewise action 
of Ton x i Xi; that is, if x = (xi), then (xt), = xi t (xi E Xi, t E T). 
Let (M, T) be a universal minimal transformation group, which will be fixed from now 
on. Let G be the group of automorphisms of (M, T). 
Now, if (X, T) is a minimal transformation group, and 7 : M + X is a homomorphism, 
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let GCX, ;:) = [I E G ( yr = 71. It is clear that G(X. 7) is a subgroup of G. If 7’: &\i-+ X is 
another homomorphism, then the subgroups G(X, 7) and G(X, 7’) are, in general. different. 
However, they are conjugate, as we now show. This is a consequence of the fact that all 
homomorphisms of minimal sets are induced by elements of G. 
LEMMA 1. Let (A’, T) and ( Y, T) be minimal transformation groups, arld let y’ : .tf + X, 
1’ : 151 -+ Y. III : X -+ Y be homomorphisms. Then there is a /? E G such that yfi = lIy’. 
Proof. Let y*. . M x ,W -+ X x Y be the homomorphism defined by y*(m,, m2) = 
(;;‘(m,), ;:(mJ), and let x E X. Then (x, II(x)) is an almost periodic point of (X x Y, T). so 
there is an almost periodic point (/nl, m2) of (M x M. T) such that y*(m,, m2) = (s. II(x)). 
Let /I E G such that P(m,) = m2 ([3], Theorem 3). Then ;jfl(n~,) = y(mz) = n(s) = IIy’(m,). 
Since ;1/3 and l’I7’ agree at a point, they are equal. 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let 7, y’: M+ X be homomorphisms. Theta there is a /I E G such that 
7‘ = ;$I. 
(ii) IfB E G. then /I-‘G(X, y)fi = G(X, yj?). 
(iii) Q-7, 7’: M-+ X are homomorphisms, and p is as in (i), then ,8-‘G(X, y)P = G(X, y’). 
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 (take Y = X, lI = identity). (ii) is 
obvious, and (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
If (X, T) and (Y, T) are minimal transformation groups, and II: X-r Y is a homo- 
morphism, then clearly G(X, v)c G( Y, II?). We will call the homomorphism Ti proper if 
G(X, y) is a proper subset of G(y, l7~). 
Tf II is not proper-that is, if G(X, y) = G( Y, IIy), then lI will be called improper. Note 
that if 7’: M-t X is another homomorphism then, by Lemma 2, y’ = y/?, for some /I E G, so 
l-I?’ = nyp. Then G(X, ;I’) = /I-‘G(X, v)p, G( Y, fly’) = /?-‘G( Y, lI~y)fi, and G(X, y) = 
G( Y, II?) if and only if G(X, y’) = G( Y, fly’). Thus the notion of proper homomorphism is 
independent of the choice of the homomorphism from A4 to X. 
Now we obtain some alternate characterizations of proper homomorphisms. First we 
recall some definitions. If (X, T) is a transformation group, x1 and x2 are said to be proximal 
provided, whenever W is a neighborhood of the diagonal A of X x X, there exists a t E T 
such that (x,t, x2 t) E W. In this case, we write (x,, x2) E P or (x,, ?c,) E P(X). If x, x’ E X 
and (x, s’) E P implies 2 = x, then the transformation group (X, T) is said to be distal. 
We a!so recall at this point the definition of the enceloping semigroup of a transforma- 
tion group (X, T), ([4]). This is the semigroup of maps of X to Xobtained by regarding Tas 
a subspace of X,, provided with the product topology; the enveloping semigroup E(X), is 
the closure of T in X,. The enveloping semigroup always contains minima1 right ideals, 
which coincide with the minimal sets in E(X), when (E(X), T)is regarded as a transformation 
group. 
THEOREM I. Let (X, T) and ( Y, T) b e minimal transformation groups, and let 17: X -+ Y 
be a homomorphism. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) II is proper. 
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(ii) There exist x. x’ E X. With x # x’, and II(x) = Il(x’) such that (x, x’) is an almost 
periodic point of(X x X, T). 
(iii) There exist x. x’ E X, With II(x) = ll(x’) such that (x, x’) $ P. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Let 7: :lil-+ X be a homomorphism, let r E G( Y, II-/)\G(X. ;:), and let 
m E M. Then (m, r(m)) is an almost periodic point of (M x M, T). and if x = y(m). x’ = 
y(r(m)), then (x, 2) is an almost periodic point of (X x X, T). Since z E G( Y, LI-i)?,G(X, y). 
we have x # x’, and II(x) = TI(x’). 
(ii) => (iii): This is immediate since (.u, _u’) almost periodic, with x # I’ implies 
(X, X’) 4-P. 
(iii) 3 (i): Let x, x’ E X, with (x, x’) 4 P, and n(x) = lT(x’). Let II be an idempotent in a 
minimal right ideal Zof the enveloping semigroup of (X, T). Then x11 # x’u, II = II(x’u), 
and (xu, .u’n) is an almost periodic point of (X x X, T), ([4], Theorem 1). Let 7: itf -+ X? be a 
homomorphism. Let m, m’ E M such that Y(m) = XU, I = X’U, and (m, m’) is an almost 
periodic point of (M x M, T). Let u E G such that u(m) = m’. Then v%(m) = y(m’) = 
x’u # xu = y(m), and Ilyz(m) = ll(x’u) = ll(xu) = I’Iy(m), so lI?z = lly, yr # 7, and 
2 E G( Y, IIy)\G(X, jl). 
COROLLARY 1. Let (X, T) and ( Y, T) be distal minimal transformation groups, and let 
II: X ---* Y be a homomorphism. Then II is improper if and only if II is an isomorphism. 
We next consider to what extent the group G(X, 7) determines the minimal transforma- 
tion group (X, T), We will show that G(X, ‘J) determines (X, T) “module an improper 
homomorphism.” Toward this end, we define, for Ha subgroup of G, A, to be the collection 
of minimal transformation groups (X, T) for which there is a homomorphism y: M -+ Xsuch 
that G(X, r) = H. If H is a subgroup of G, it is possible that _#Z, is vacuous. 
Let ti be a family of subgroups of G such that AH # 0, for each HE 2’. Let A’, be a 
non-vacuous subset of AH. For HE 2, and ( Y, T) E A/, , let ‘Jo: A4 -+ Y be a homomor- 
phism such that G( Y, yr) = H. 
Let 7,: M-, x[Y](Y, T)E.N~, HE A“] be the homomorphism defined by y*(m) = 
(yr(m)). Let X* = image y*, and let H* = n [HI H E 3’1. Then (X’, T) is a minimal 
transformation group; we show now that G(X*, r*) = H*. Let r E H*. Then ;i*(r(m)) = 
(~~(a(m)) = (vy(m)) = y*(m). Hence H* c G(X*, y*). But each (Y, T)E U [N, 1 H E &‘I is 
a homomorphic image of (X*, T), so we certainly have G(X*, y*) c G( Y, yr) = H, for some 
HE &‘, and therefore G(X*, y*)c H*. This proves G(X*, v*) = H*. 
If H* E &‘, and NH. = A!,. , this construction provides a “maximal” member of 
AH+-that is, if (X, T) E A,,. , then there is a homomorphism (which is obviously improper) 
from X* to X. 
Suppose now that H” E .Z, and that .V and JY, are chosen so that each 
(X, T)eU CJ~,IHEW 
is distal. Then (X*, T) is distal, since X is a subset of a product of distal transformation 
groups. If (X, T) E _ t’,. , then the homomorphism from X* to X is improper. But Corollary 1 
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tells US that this homomorphism is an isomorphism, so that all (X, T) E .,trH. are isomor- 
phic with (X”. T). Indeed, this argument shows that if -t-H consists of distal minimal 
transformation groups, then all (X, T) E ,IrH are isomorphic. 
The next theorem follows immediately from the discussion in the previous paragraph. 
THEOREM 2. f.et (X, T) and (X’, 7J 6 e minimal transformation groups, and let y : M + X, 
CI& 7’: ‘Cf -+ X’ be homomorpllisms. 
(i) G(X, 7) c G(X’, 7’) if n/zn only if there is a minimal transformation group ( Y, T) 
and homomorphisms i. : Al + Y, II: Y--f X, II’: Y--f X’, rr.ith 7 = II)., 7’ = II’;. 
lL!illi II improper. 
(ii) G(X, 7) = G(X’, ;I’ l$‘- there is a minimal transformation group ( Y, T) and homo- 
morphisms 7, III, ad II’ as in (i) such that II and FI’ are improper. 
(iii) Suppose (X, T) and (X’, T) are distal. Then G( X, y) c G( X’, 7’) if and only if there 
is a homomorphism II: X --+ X’ with ‘J’ = IT?, and G(X, 7) = G(X’, 7’) if and onf_v 
if there is an isomorphism l7 : X + X’ with y’ = III?. 
In [3], the class of regular minimal transformation groups was introduced. One charac- 
terization of a regular minimal transformation group (X, T) is: if x, y E X, with (x, y) an 
almost periodic point of (X x X. T), then there is an automorphism C#I of (X, 7’) such that 
4(x) = y. They may also be characterized as the (isomorphism classes) of minimal right 
ideals in the enveloping semigroup of some transformation group. The universal minimal 
transformation group is regular; indeed, every regular minimal set is universal, for some 
property, ([3], Theorem 3). 
Part (i) of the next lemma is a special case of Lemma 1, and (ii) is a partial converse 
of (i). 
LEMMA 3. Let (X, T) be minimal, and let y : izf + X be a homomorphism. 
(i) If $ is an endomorphism of (X, T) there is a /? E G such that rB = $7. 
(ii) If (X, T) is regular, and u E G, there is an automorphism 4 of (X, T) such that 
‘ia = $7. 
Proof of (ii). Let I?I E 121. Then (m, a(m)) is an almost periodic point of (M x M, T) and 
(r(m), ye(m)) is an almost periodic point of (X x X, T). Let $J be an automorphism of 
(X, T) such that $y(m) = ya(m). Then (Py = ya, and the proof is completed. 
Now suppose (X, T) is a regular minimal transformation group, and y: A44 X is a 
homomorphism. Let ‘1 E G(X, y), and G E G. By Lemma 3, there is an automorphism B of 
(X, T) such that ‘JO = Py. Then j-‘y = yci-l, and ye-‘ra = j?-‘y?a = fl-‘ya = YU-‘G = y. 
This shows 0-l ZJ E G(X, y), and G(X, y) is a normal subgroup of G. 
We will show that the converse holds, again modulo an improper homomorphism. 
First, a lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 4. Let (X, T) be minimal, and let Z be a minimal right ideal in the enveloping semi- 
group of (X, T). Let x E X, and let n : I + X be the homomorphism defined by II(p) = xp(p E I). 
Let C#I be an automorphisnz of (I, T) which is not the identity. Then there is an automorphism II/ 
of (I, T) such that l’I~)$lc/ -’ # II. 
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Proof. Suppose nli/$$-’ = II (or II+4 = II$) for all automorphisms ri/ of (Z. T). We 
show, in this case, that C$ is the identity. Now, left multiplication by a fixed element of Z 
determines an automorphism of (I, r), and all automorphisms are obtained in this way 
([2], Theorem 3). Let C$ be determined by r E I. Then II$c$ = IIll/ for all ~b means that 
xqrp = xqp, for all q, p E I, so (xqr, xq) E P, for all q E I. Since sZ = X. this says that 
(x’r? x) E P, for all x’ E X. Then r = II, an idempotent. ([l], Theorem 4), and, if p E I, 
4(p) = up = p ([4], Lemma 2), so 4 is the identity automorphism. 
THEOREM 3. Let (X, T) be minimal, and let 7 : M + X be a homomorphism. Then G(X, 7) 
is a normal subgroup of G if and only if (X. T) is either regular or an improper homomorphic 
image of a regular minimal transformation group. 
Proof. Sufficiency was proved in the discussion preceding Lemma 4. To prove necessity 
let Z be a minimal right ideal in the enveloping semigroup of (X, T), and let x E A’. Let 
FI: I--+ X be defined by II(p) = q~ (p E I). Since (I, T) is regular, we need only show that 
n is improper. Let 7’: ,%I ---t Z be a homomorphism. Since G(X, 7) is normal, and therefore 
independent of y, we may suppose y = I-I?‘. Now, if FI is proper, there is an z E G(X, y)\ 
G(Z, 7’). Let C#J be the automorphism of (I, T) induced by r, as in Lemma 3, (ii). Let $ be an 
automorphism of (I, T) such that II$&,!-’ # FI (Lemma 4). Let B E G induce $ (Lemma 3, 
(i)). Then the following diagram is commutative: 
I d 
j~jyj*~ 
I-I------+I------tI 
s&Q - 1 4 IL 
If we write d = j%@-‘, i = $&j-l, then 7’6 = [y’, and II; # II. Since y’ is onto, 
niy’ # IIy’. Then yd = IIy’S = IIcy’ # I-I?’ = 7. Then PC@?-’ = 6 # G(X, r). This contradicts 
the assumption that G(X, 7) is normal. 
Let (X, T)and (Y, T) be minimal transformation groups. The homomorphism II: X + Y 
is said to be of distaZ type provided II = II( and .q # x2 imply (x,, x2) # P(X). If FI is 
of distal type and not an isomorphism then, by Lemma 1: II is proper. 
Homomorphisms of distal type are essentially the same as the “ group-like extensions ” 
introduced by Ellis in [7]. This will be shown at the conclusion of the paper (see Theorem 9). 
Our next theorem gives some necessary and sufficient conditions for a homomorphism 
to be of distal type. One of these involves the notion of an a/most periodic set in the transfor- 
mation group (X, 7J. This is a subset A of X such that if a is the cardinal number of A and 
z E X” with range z = A, then z is an almost periodic point of (X”, T). 
THEOREM 4. Let (X, T) and (Y, T) b e minimal transformation groups, and let Il : X A Y, 
7 : M -+ X be homomorphisms. Then the following are eqlricalent :
(i) FI is of distal type. 
(ii) I~JJ E Y, I--‘( 9) J IS an almost periodic set in (X, T). 
(iii) Ifx E X, ll-‘l-I(x) = U C,~ry-‘(x) 1 x E G( Y, ITy)]. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii). Let y E Y, and let x E TI -r(y). Let u be an idempotent in a minimal 
right ideal lof E(X) such that xu = x. If x’ E IT-‘(y), then lT(x’ U) = TI(XU) = L-I(X) = II( 
But (x’, X’U) E P, SO x’u = x’. This proves that l-I-‘(y) is an almost periodic set. 
(ii) * (iii). If x E X, and z E G( Y, IIy), then always ox;‘-’ c lT-l(lT(.~). Let x’ E 
l-I_‘IT(x). Since any subset of an almost periodic set is almost periodic, (x, x’) is an almost 
periodic point of (X x X, T). Let (m, m’) be an almost periodic point of (M x M, T) such 
that r(m) = x, Y(M’) = x’. Let 3 E G such that r(m) = m’. Then n;tr(m) = lip = lI(x’) = 
IT(x) = TIy(m). so lIyr = II7 and r E G( Y. TI-l). Also x’ = I = yx(nr) E yzy-r(x), so 
l-I-‘l-I(X)C DYE-‘. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose II is not of distal type. Let x, x’ E X, with x # x’, (x, x’) E P, and 
n(x) = lI(x’). Now x’ E II-‘II(x), so by (iii) there is an r E G( Y, lI;t) and an M E M such 
that x’ = rr(m). Now (m, r(m)) is an almost periodic point of (M x M, T), so (x, x’) = 
(v(m), v?(m)) is an almost periodic point of (X x X, T). But this contradicts (s, x’) E P. 
We now obtain some further properties of homomorphisms of distal type. Some of 
these (Theorems 5, 6, and 7) indicate that they are analogous to covering maps. Theorem 5 
generalizes a theorem of Furstenberg, ([9], Theorem 8. I). In what follows, (X, T) and ( Y, T) 
are minimal transformation groups. 
LEMMA 5. Let ll: X -+ Y be a homomorphism of distal type. Let I be a minimal right ideal 
of E(X, T), and suppose there is a y E Y and a p E I such that ll-‘(y)p n T’I-‘(y) #a. Then 
l-r_‘(y)p = I-l-l(y). 
Proof. Let x E ll-‘(y)p n n-‘(y), so n(x) = y and x = xOp, where TI(x,) = y. We 
show xp E ll -l(y). Let 8: E(X, T) + E( Y, T) be the semigroup homomorphism induced by 
IX. ([8], Lemma 2). Then y = l-l(x) = lX(x,p) = ll(x,#(p) = ye(p), and ll(xp) = Il( = 
YO(P) = y. 
Now, suppose p = u, an idempotent. Let x E II -‘(y)u n l3 -l(y), and let x’ E I1 -l(y). 
Then xu = x, and II(x’u) = II = l-I(x) = y = n(x’). Since (x’, x’u) E P, we have X’U = x’. 
This holds for every x’ E II -l(y), so II-‘(y)u = I1 -l(y). 
Suppose now that p is any element of I, let x E lII-‘(y) n l-I_‘(y)p and let x’ E II-‘(y). 
Then, as above, ll(x’p) = ll(xp) = y, and we have II-‘(y)p c III-‘(y). Let 21 be an idempo- 
tent of 1 such that pu = p and let r E I such that pr = rp = u ([4], Lemma 2). Now II = 
II(X~U) = ll(xp) = y = n(x), so x and xu are in l-I-‘(y) and, by the first part of this proof, 
IT-‘[y)u = IT-‘(y). Then IT-‘(y) = lT_‘(y)u = ll-‘(y)pr c l-l-‘(y)r. Then l7-‘(y)r n 
n-‘(y) ~0, and the above discussion applied to r yields lI- ‘(y)r c n-‘(y). Since we have 
first proved the opposite inclusion, we have IT-‘(y)r = l-I-‘(y). Then 
II-‘(y) = IT-‘(y)u = ll-‘(y)rp = ll-‘(y)p. 
THEOREM 5. Let I-I: X -+ Y be a homomorphism of distal type. Then ll is open. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the following: Let x E X, IT(x) = y, and let {y,] be a net 
in Y such that _J:, -+ y*. Then there is a subnet {y,;} of y, and x,~ E X such that TI(x,,,) = yni 
and x,_ + x. 
To prove this, let x,,’ E X such that lT(x,‘) = yn and let (a subnet of) xn’ + x’ E X, SO 
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II = y = n(x). Let I be a minimal right ideal in E(X, T) and let qn E I such that x’q, = x,‘. 
Let (a subnet of) q,, -+ q E I. so x’q = x’. By Lemma 5, II-‘(y)q = II-‘(y). Then there is an 
X” E n-‘(y) such that x”q = x. If x, = x”q,, then x, = x”q, + x”q = x, and lI(x,,) = 
II(x”q,) = lI(x’q,) = II(x,‘) = yn . This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose II : X --+ Y is a homomorphism of distal type. Then all the 
IT- ‘(y) flace the same cardinalit). 
sets 
Proof. Let _J’. y E Y. We show card l-I-‘(y) I card II-‘($). Let q E I such that 
y&q) = y’. Define 6: II-‘(y) -+ II -‘(J’) by g(x) = x4. If _yL, .‘r2 E n-‘(y) such that c(xl) = 
0(x1), then X,CJ = xzq, and (x,, x2) E P. Therefore x1 = x2, and G is one-to-one. 
THEOREM 7. Consider the commutatice diagram of minimal transformation groups and 
homomorphisms 
lb1 
/ \ 
/ \ 
7/ 
I(/ 
\r’ 
‘L 
Suppose lI’ is of distal type. Then there is a homomorphism [ : X -+ X’ completing the 
diagram if and on/y if G(X, y) c G(X’, y’). 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency, let y*: M-r X x X’ be defined by 
y*(m) = (y(m), y’(m)), and let Y = image y*. Let CT: Y-, X, 6’: Y -+ X’ be the restrictions 
of the coordinate projections to Y. Then lIa = II’,+ and (Theorem 2 (ii) and its proof) 
d is improper. Suppose y(ml) = y(mJ, so a(r*(ml)) = a(y*(m,)). Since cr is improper, 
(y*(nrJ, y*(m,)) E P(Y) and therefore (y’(ml), y’(m,)) E P(X’). Now 
II’a’(y*(m,)) = IIa(r*(m,)) = I%7(y*(mz)) = II’a’(r*(m2)). 
But (a’(y*(ml)), a’(y*(mz))) = (r’(m& y’(m,)) E P(X). Since ll’ is of distal type, we have 
r’(4) = Cm,) or a’(v*(m,)) = o’(r*(m& 
Thus, we have shown that y(ml) = y(m,) implies y’(ml) = y’(m,), so there is a homo- 
morphism [: X-t X’ such that ej = y’. The commutativity of the original diagram now 
implies that II’C = II, and the proof is completed. 
Note that Theorem 7 may be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 2 (iii). An 
interesting question is : if II and Et’ are as in Theorem 7, and if G(X, 6) c G(X’, 6’) for some 
homomorphisms 6: M --+ X, 6’: M + x’, then, under these weaker hypotheses, can one 
still assert the existence of [: X + X’ such that lT’[ = II? If y’: M+ X’ is chosen so that 
II6 = Uy’ (such a homomorphism y’ always exists) then it follows from Theorem 7 that it is 
sufficient to find a /? E G( Y, l-IS> such that G(X, 6) c /?-‘G(X’, y’)/?. 
Our next result is related to the notion of topological disjointness, which was introduced 
by Furstenberg in [IO]. 
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TI-~E~REM 8. (i) Let (Xi, T)(i E I) b e a ami v o minimal transformation groups, and let f 1.. f
yi: Al ‘--t Xi be homomorphisms. Then the following are equiralent. 
(a) There is precisely one minimal set in ( x i xi, T) 
(b) Ifai E G (iE I), then n iEl riG(Xi, yi) #QI. 
(ii) Suppose T is abelian. Then (a) and (6) are equiralent to 
(c) The transformation group ( x i Xi, T) is minimal. 
Proof. (i) (a) * (b). Let yi’ = yisci and let 7 and y’ be the homomorphisms from M to 
x i Xi defined by u(m) = (y,(m)) and y’(m) = pii’(m It follows from (a) that range y = range 
y’, so 7’ = rP, for some B E G, by Lemma 2. Then yi’ = yi /?, Since ‘ii’ = yiai-‘, we have 
yiyi-‘/j-l = yi or zi -‘j-1 E G(X,, yi) or /?-I E zi G(Xi, yi). This proves (b). 
(b) =- (a) is proved by reversing the steps in the above argument. It is sufficient to 
prove: if yi, yi’: M-, Xi are homomorphisms, then there is a p E G such that yi = ri’fl, 
for all i E I. Let zi E G such that yi = yixi and let p E n,, x~-IG(X,, yi). Then 
zip E G(X,, ri), yizifl = yi, yi = yiri = yip-’ and ri’j = yi. 
(ii) Tf T is abelian, then any point of the form (.yi fi)ipJ is an almost periodic point of 
( x i Xi, T). Thus the set A of almost periodic points is dense in x i Xi. By (a), A is a minimal 
set, and is therefore closed. Hence x i Xi = A = A. and (x i Xi, T) is minimal. 
Now, as promised earlier, we establish the equivalence of homomorphisms of distal 
type with group-like extensions. In [6] and [7], Ellis has developed an “algebraic” theory 
of minimal sets. If T is a discrete group, the basic idea is to consider certain subalgebras 
(so called “ T subalgebras “) of V. the continuous real valued functions on p7’, the Stone- 
Tech compactification of T. Every minimal set can be represented as the set of “ T homo- 
morphisms ” of a T-subalgebra d into %‘. 
We assume familiarity with these papers, and adopt the notation of [7]. For the rest of 
this paper, let M be a fixed minimal subset of the transformation group @T, T), (note that 
M is a universal minimal set for T ([j], Corollary I), so this is consistent with our earlier 
notation), J the set of idempotents of M, A’ and 3 minimal algebras such that & c g, 
#Y: d -+ 23 the inclusion map, and ji: \3?1 -+ IdI the induced homomorphism. 
We recall that 23 is said to be a group-like extension of d provided .r E M, \V E J 
dx c -01(w) implies 22~ c d(w). 
LEMMA 6. Let c$ E I&j. Then there is a z E M such that f$ = fz, for allf E .&. 
Proof. Consider the map y: j?T-t I&‘[ defined byJ;l(z) =fi (f~ ~4. By [61, Lemma 2, 
7 is onto, and it is easily checked that 7 is a transformation group homomorphism. Since IdI 
is a minimal set, y(M) = 1~~21, and the conclusion follows. 
THEOREM 9. g is agroup-like extension of d ifandonly ifthe homomorphism 8: lgl + IdI 
is of distal type, 
Proof. Suppose g is a group-like extension of &. Let 4, 4 E 121 such that 4 # 4’. and 
(4, $‘,) E P(IB/). By Lemma 6, there are -, 7 z’ E M such that f+ = fz, f4’ = fz’, for all f E 2?. 
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Since (4, #I’) E P(la]), there is an idempotent by’ in some minimal set M’ of /3T such that 
z’ = IW’. Now q5 f 4’, sofi # fz’ = fzw‘, for some f e R. 
If CL($) = ii(4’), then gq5 = g+‘, for all g E si. Then if g E be, gzk\:’ = gz. That is, 
dz c d(w’). Let w E J such that WW’ = )I’, I~.‘M’ = w’, ([4], Lemma 3), and let g E d. Then 
g3W = gzw’w = gzw’ = gz, and &‘z c &(M’). Since B is a group like extension of d, 
gz c &‘(w). Then, iffE 28,fzr~’ =fzw~~” =jb = fz. This is a contradiction. 
To prove the converse, suppose p E M, w E J such that sr’p c &(lc). If 9?p @ d(w), there 
is anfe 28 such thatfpb\: ffp. Let (p, #’ E 191 such that &J = hp, h4’ = hpbv, for h E 8. Then 
qb # +‘, and (4, I#J’) E P(]B]). Now -dp c s&‘(w), so, if g E ,a;‘, g4’ = gp”’ = gp = g$. That is, 
r(4) = Z(qb’). This contradicts the assumption that !i is of distal type. 
In conclusion, I would like to thank R. Ellis, A. Jaworski, H. Keynes, and L. Shapiro 
for useful discussions. 
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